2022-2023 McCormick Hall Action Plan
First-Year Housing Assignments
RAC = Room Assignment Chair, FY = First Year, REX = Residence Exploration,
FYRE = First Year Residence Exchange
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We (the RACs) get McCormick FY assignments from Housing
Once we get assignments, each of us reads through all the students’
responses and takes notes independently
We meet together to discuss our notes and group people into
double/triple pairs
Based on a floor survey we send to current McCormick residents, we will
match people to floors or upperclassmen on floors.
Sometime in August, housing releases room assignments to FYs (room
number and roomate(s))
We will contact freshmen after this happens and welcome them
At the beginning of REX, RACs will send freshmen a form with a specific
deadline for them to enter a room reassignment process if they so
choose.
For those who do not want to change their room (do not want to
participate in the room reassignment process,) they can either indicate
that on the form or not fill out the form. Residents who do not fill out
the form will not be considered for the room reassignment process.
After FYRE Results are released, we will hold a lottery for freshmen to be
assigned to McCormick
○ If freshman is already a resident of mccormick and they fill out
the form, they get to participate in the lottery
○ If freshman is moving from another dorm, it depends on whether
they’re assigned to McCormick through FYRE
○ We will hold a small mixer for freshmen who have been assigned
to McCormick through REX or freshmen who want to change
their rooms within McCormick to talk and meet with potential
roommates and get to know floor cultures.
○ At the beginning of this event, we will send out a floor preference
survey to the freshmen who want to enter the McCormick lottery
○ At the end of this event, we hold the housing lottery for the
freshmen
○ We use the results to assign people to their rooms

Please let us know if you have any questions or concerns!
Best Regards,
Rose and Rumaisa
McCormick RACs

